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Q & A Discussion

Q. What are some common antennas? (1)
½λ

The Half-Wave Dipole: Most basic antenna
- Two conductive parts of equal length
- Feed line connected in the middle

The half-wave dipole antenna
radiates the strongest signal
broadside to the antenna.
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Q. What are ½-wave dipole characteristics?
Dipole Feed Point
Impedance:

- Impedance: ratio E/I
- Lowest at dipole center
- Typically ~72 ohms
- Charge accumulates at
alternate end points with
each AC cycle, producing
highest voltages.
- Current flows most
readily across center
portion of dipole.
If the feed point were moved
from the center toward an end,
the feed point impedance would
steadily increase.
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Q. What are some common antennas? (2)
Vertical Quarter-Wave Antenna:
A vertical antenna produces an electric field that
is perpendicular to the earth – vertically polarized.

A ¼-wave antenna works
best with a ground plane – a
conductive surface or radial
conductors perpendicular to
the antenna element.
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Q. What are some common antennas? (3)
Yagi antenna
reflector
director

Reflector element:
On the back side.

Director element(s):
On the front side
toward the desired
signal gain direction.

Driven
element

Driven element: connected to
the radio by the feed line. It is
essentially a dipole.
Courtesy of HamRadioSchool.com
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Dipole verses End Fed

50 ohm

~ 4500 ohm

End Fed Half Wave Antenna

End Fed Random Wire Antenna
29, 35.5, 41, 58, 71, 84, 107, 119 feet

9:1 Balun

Chip KØCHP

HF Travel Antennas and Tuners

Advantage – my truck camper has solid 1/8 inch aluminum roof
⚫Traveling antenna
⚫
Semi permanent mount
⚫
Quick mount
⚫
Short whip ~6ft – very nonresonant - usable (sort of) with
tuner
⚫Campsite antenna
< 10 minute setup
⚫
Long wire – pull line thrown over tree
⚫
Base tuned long whip
⚫
Shorty base loaded whip
⚫
Radios
⚫

IC7300/MFJ993

XIEGU G90

IC7000/MFJ929
FT8900R

857D/MFJ929
FT8500

FT991A

Travel Antennas
⚫

Normally on camper
−

5 ft whip quick mount – actually pretty
good receive, can transmit w/ tuner

−

PL259 – usually V/UHF

Camped
5 ft variable base coil PL259 - 3
17 ft telescoping on quick mount - 4

End fed long wire w/ Balun - 5
End connect dipole? - (cant find new now,
but pretty effective ~ 50 ft of coax to ~30 ft
wire cased folded back outside of coax
then ~60 ft of wire - 5

20 ft telescoping mast mount
variable base coil - 4

Tuners – generally needed for quick setup antennas
⚫

AKA dummyload
−

Adds inductance and capacitance to match impedance so
transmitter is happy – full power, low reflected energy

−

Does not make antenna radiate better

−

But I still almost always use one

⚫

Built in – IC7300, FT991A ~3:1, Xiegu G90 ~9:1, External up to 32:1

⚫

Automatic vs manual, Idiot light vs full instrumentation

⚫

⚫

MFJ929

MFJ993

IC7000, FT857

MFJ941

IC7300, FT991A

LDG100

Heathkit

I

don't use

Automatic – front panel or radio
Fully instrumented

Manual

Automatic

Forward/Reflected/SWR just a green LED
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Q&A

Questions about what you’ve just
heard
Questions about any antenna topic

WBØTGE “Mighty Woof” 2m/440 Dual Band
Fan Dipole (DBFD)
I call this the “Mighty Woof” antenna. It reminds me of two “Wouff Hong” (created by Hiram
Percy Maxim) joined together at the base creating an awesome signal.
The W0TLM 2013 fall tech day had many great displays and instructional sessions for club
members. I watched a presentation by Bob Witte, KØNR, which discussed the many types of
antennas available to amateur radio operators and the benefits each antenna design provides. It
was an excellent technical presentation.
One of the antennas Bob discussed was the HF wire fan dipole. This is a multi-band antenna
which gives the amateur the capability of utilizing several radio bands with only one feeder line.
The fan dipole is usually constructed of multiple sections of wire tuned for each band required.

That night at home the thought struck me that the fan dipole could be used for the VHF/UHF
bands. I like building antennas from copper pipe and have made many j-poles for myself and
others. I did an online search for copper pipe fan dipoles and found none. Was it because they
didn’t work? Well that became a challenge. The design presented here was developed empirically
by using cut and test methodology with SWR measurements being made after each adjustment..

The antenna is constructed using 1/2” copper pipe and copper fittings. Cost <$25. The center
section utilizes a 1/2” NIBCO CPVC SxSxS Tee purchased at Home Depot. This plastic tee inside
diameter matches the outside diameter of 1/2” copper pipe.
Construct two half sections of the dipole using the dimensions in the following image (Image A).

As you cut the copper pieces fit them together and measure the result. Measure with the end caps
on the ends of the two long sections. The end caps are included in the finished dimensions. Cut
each piece of copper pipe a little long initially so that you can trim to fit the finished dimension
later. This is necessary because copper fittings vary in dimension between manufacturers. Use a
7/8” length piece of copper pipe to butt join the elbow to the tee at the base of the dipole half.
Also the piece on the bottom of the dipole half should not extend more than 1/2” from the tee.
When you purchase the 90 degree elbows find the most compact sizes. This will allow the elbows
to be butt soldered to the tees for the proper center dimension of the fan dipole without having to
trim one or both of the elbows to make them shorter.
After all of the pieces have been cut/trimmed, fitted together and measured, solder the pieces
using lead free solder and flux.
(NOTE: I know there are discussions that plumbing flux should never be used on electronics, however,
this is not electronics it’s plumbing, so don’t worry. This soldering method is what is needed for the
outside use of these antennas. Wear protective clothing, work in a well ventilated area, and observe
proper safety precautions whenever soldering.)

Looking at Image B, drill three 1/8” pilot holes on one side of the plastic tee about 1/4” from the
ends of the openings. The image shows the 1/2” self-tapping screw used and the hardwood dowel
used as the the mounting mast for the antenna. Sand the dowel end to match the inside diameter
of the tee. Make it a press fit and long enough to seat completely into the tee opening. The copper
pipes and wood dowel are secured to the tee using the self-tapping screws.
After soldering the two half sections together it’s time to assemble the antenna. The dipole half’s
need to be driven into the plastic tee. If you look at Image A, inside the tee on each
hole is a ledge about 1/2” down inside. This ledge is where the dipole half’s rest when the
antenna is assembled.
Take the two dipole half’s and insert them into opposite sides of the tee. Orient the tee so that the
center hole is facing opposite the two shorter elements per Image A
Place one end of the antenna on a piece of wood, using another piece of wood for protection, tap
the other dipole end and force the dipole half’s into the tee until both are seated completely up to
the copper tee of each half or resting on the ledge. Secure the plastic tee to each dipole half using
½” self-tapping screws through the previously drilled holes and into the piece of copper pipe
pressed into the plastic tee as shown in Image C. The screws will drill into the copper pipe
without pre-drilling the pipe. Don’t over-torque the screws. Attach the dowel also with a selftapping screw. It is important that the screws “screw” into the copper pipe for connection of the
coax.
(NOTE: If self-tapping screws are not available, pre-drill a small hole for the size screw available.
Use the holes drilled in the plastic tee for a guide since the copper pipe is already seated in the
tee.)

Now you are ready to attach the coax to the antenna (Image C). Separate the shield from the
center conductor insulation for a distance of about 2-3 inches. Attach circular wire end rings to
the coax and center conductor. Take out the screws attaching the dipole half to the tee and attach
the coax to the antenna using the dipole half screws. It doesn’t matter which wire goes to which
side.
(NOTE: Had the coax ring connectors been installed while the copper pipe was being drilled with
the self-tapping screw, excess torquing of the cables may have occurred as the screws seated
themselves against the plastic tee. The screws can now be re-tightened with a screw driver.)
A SO-239 Jack Panel Mount with two sturdy copper wires attached to it as leads can be used
instead of the direct wiring of the coax to the dipole. Solder or screw the leads of the SO-239 to
the dipole half’s.
Wind a loop using about four or five turns of coax (about 5 inch diameter) to provide
an RF choke. A good idea would be to silicone the screws to prevent oxidation, seal around the
copper and plastic tee seams, and finally seal the coax attachment area with rubber electrical
tape which will conform to the shape of the tee.
The coax should trail away perpendicular to the antenna for a distance greater than ½
wavelength before making a turn, else the feedpoint impedance may be affected and drive up
SWR somewhat. Wire tie the coax to the mast.
This antenna has a very broad bandwidth and the SWR is consistent and low throughout it’s
intended frequency ranges as can be seen by the SWR plots (Images D and E). Thanks to Bob,
KØNR for providing the plots and Stu Turner, WØSTU for editorial help. The antenna is
compact.

Have fun with this antenna.
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